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Founder’s Comments
Hello Ladies, Gents, Boys &
Girls! A few months have passed
between newsletters. Lots of
reasons; most are positive. We
welcome our two new Directors,
Pam and Mike Miller. Pam has
taken on the modernity of the
newsletter; this being her first
edition.
Our HUGE NEWS is the simple
word…SUCCESS… As a result
of positive and dedicated
activities for now over 14 years, we can announce SUCCESS
of our Mission: to find ways to reverse the extinction path of
this giant turtle. We are creating a new banner postcard to
herald the success (replacing our stickers).
S.O.L.O. has relocated its environmental operations to the
Philippines. There are several driving factors to this
decision. Our first Expedition there is staged for late April to
an area acclaimed “Best Diving on the Planet”: by the San
Francisco Chronicle. There are a few beds open. Page 4 gives
highlights, and we have created a “sister web site” to showcase
events: https://www.leatherbackturtleexpeditions.org/
All the details and the application forms are there. One event
is a real TEXAS B.B.Q. by Bonnie & Larry with Merci & Mel
(owners of the boat and resort), with recipes developed on the
McKennas’ ranch in Texas. Lots more inside. Your positive
comments will be nice to read.
Read on,
Larry

March 16, 2016

Leatherback Killed by 3 Ways
of Human Carelessness
One 813 pound female Leatherback was found dead off
the coast of Massachusetts on October 31, 2015. On that
same day, a second smaller Leatherback was rescued
nearby from an entanglement in fishing gear and immediately released. This has been reported by Herp Digest,
Boston Globe, and New England Aquarium.
The findings of a necropsy that was performed on the
dead Leatherback at the New England Aquarium’s sea
turtle hospital are depressing, showing that turtle was
struck by a boat, its tummy filled with plastics and
entangled in marine gear. “We’ve never seen this with
all three things on a single animal,” said Tony LaCasse, a
spokesman for the New England Aquarium. It is humancaused hazards like this fatal triple threat that puts the 65million-year-old Leatherback species teetering at the
brink of extinction.
Please donate today to our S.O.L.O. Foundation so we
can further educate (one of our 3 objectives to save this
species). It is absolutely senseless to see all three ways in
which the turtle was killed, and further to see a second
turtle at risk from one of those ways on that very same
day. This CAN be avoided. Extinction is forever. Donations may be made via PayPal or mailed check via
http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/
Donations to S.O.L.O. are Tax Deductible per IRS Code
501(c)(3), and a tax receipt will be provided upon request.
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2016 Verde Island Passage Turtle Discovery Tour
S.O.L.O. is offering an exciting expedition to the
Verde Island Passage area in the Philippines from
April 21-May 1, 2016. The San Francisco Chronicle has dubbed this area as one of the most
astounding regions of biodiversity on earth. This
is the area where a scientific expedition from California Academy of Sciences found 100 new species in 2015 as described in this press release:
https://www.calacademy.org/press/releases/
scientists-discover-more-than-100-new-marinespecies-in-the-philippines-during . Of cour se,
there will be sea turtles in this habitat!

This expedition is also the subject of a feature article by John Tapley in the March 2016 issue of
Scuba H2O Adventures magazine. The publisher
has granted access to the article at: http://
www.flippubs.com/publication/?
i=293824&p=52 .
Accommodations are land based at Marco Vincent
Diver Resort at White Beach, Puerto Galera, with
a dedicated “Yanka” luxury dive boat that we will
use for diving trips. As of this writing, there are a
still a few beds open. Please see https://
www.leatherbackturtleexpeditions.org/ for full
details and application forms. Also, Karen Arbues
of Mango Tours ( https://www.mangotours.com/ )
offers advantaged airfares for this expedition; she
may be contacted via phone at 1-415-520-3939 or
toll free 1-866-262-6452.
Diving near Verde Island courtesy, photo reprinted with
permission of Publisher of Scuba Diver Australasia magazine

Marco Vincent resort’s “Yanka” luxury dive boat

Marco Vincent resort is of Mediterranean design, featuring
24 air conditioned rooms that open to the pool
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2017 Philippines Turtle Discovery Tour
S.O.L.O. has reserved a “new” steel live aboard with a capacity of 24 divers in 2017. We will dive 3 hard to reach,
remote reefs in the Philippines that are accessible for only 3 months of the year due to typhoon season. Details will
be available in the near future and will be posted at https://www.leatherbackturtleexpeditions.org/

Meet Our New Directors

Many times, wonder occurs when least expected. Mike and Pam
Miller have been frequent Expeditioners with us to assist in our
efforts to find ways to save these Giant Turtles. On one voyage,
they had a surprise. Now there is a reef in Cenderawasih Bay,
near the Whale Shark feeding areas, bearing their name. Pam recently retired from her company. A simple request brought her on
board. Mike also jumped in. Our plan, now in work in this revised
newsletter, bears their creative genius. In further issues, Pam and
Mike will be empowered to take full charge and be as creative as
they can be. Welcome aboard.

Turtle Reports in The Sea-gram Underscore Risk of Extinction

Paul Mila’s November 2015 newsletter, The Sea-gram ( http://www.paulmila.com/ ), reports:





Hilton Head Island Sea Turtle Protection Project reports their 2015 nesting season results in which there
were 325 nests which is more than 2.5 times higher than in 2014 and within 5% of 2013 which had the
strongest result since 2001. 34% of the nests were moved to higher ground by volunteers, and hatching
rate was 83%. Most of the nests were Loggerhead, but for the first time since 2011, there was a single
Leatherback turtle nest, and although there were Leatherback hatchlings, the nest was sadly considered
unproductive.
During a summer 2015 research expedition, a Texas A&M biology graduate student removed a straw
from the nostril of a male Olive Ridley turtle off the pacific coast of Costa Rica, thus saving the turtle’s
life from yet another incident of human carelessness.
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2015 Bali Turtle Discovery Tour Recap
An enthusiastic group of 23 explored the scuba diving,
culture, and most importantly, turtles during the S.O.L.O.
expedition held August 28-September 16, 2015 in Bali,
Indonesia. Leatherback turtles are rarely sighted in Bali,
and we unfortunately did not see any on this trip. We did
see numerous other healthy, mature turtles, particularly
Hawksbill and Green species.

Hawksbill turtle near Lovina

Within the turtle habitat waters off Bali, we dove at sites
including: the SS Liberty wreck with bump heads and
frogfish; mola molas in Crystal Bay; more manta rays than
we could count on one dive in Nusa Penida; and many
renowned muck diving sites with an abundance ghost
pipefish, mantis shrimp, blue ribbon eels, a variety of
nudibranchs, and other critters.

Green turtle in the Gili area

Before and after our time on the Sea Safari VII live aboard
dive boat, we stayed at Rumah Bali Bed & Breakfast run by
Master Chef Heinz von Holzen. In an area adjacent to one
of his outdoor kitchens, Chef Heinz and his staff care for
turtle hatchlings for a few weeks in captivity so they can
gain in size to increase their chance of survival to adulthood.
Then, they are released on the beach to crawl to the ocean.
More information about Chef Heinz’s turtle conservation
project may be found at: http://www.balifoods.com/?
page_id=14 .
The trip also included cultural activities: a one-day Balinese
cooking school taught by Chef Heinz and exceptional meals
in his restaurants; the Devdan Show celebrating the culture
of each of Indonesia’s islands with music, dance, and
acrobatics; a Balinese Hindu wedding ceremony; visits to
several temples, the UNESCO rice terraces, and other
cultural sites. Chef Heinz also runs a project to help
Indonesian sulfur porters, whose work reduces their life
expectancy to just 45 years. For more information, please
see: http://www.balifoods.com/?page_id=17 .

Turtle hatchlings grow ahead of release

Read on to learn about the opportunity to join us in the
2016 & 2017 expeditions in the Philippines!
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Visit S.O.L.O.’s Online Leatherback Boutique
The boutique offers gifts for family and friends...or simply to enjoy as a
reward for yourself while supporting S.O.L.O. in its objectives to save
the Leatherback species. This is the largest and most complete turtle gift
collection. Many items are unique to S.O.L.O., hand-crafted by
S.O.L.O.’s partners located in the jungles of Asia.
Among new offerings in the boutique is this S.O.L.O. dry bag personally
designed by founder Larry McKenna and made in Indonesia, the country
where S.O.L.O. has done much of its work. It features a double seal
(interior Velcro seal plus exterior rolled seal), an adjustable shoulder
strap, the S.O.L.O. logo, and a place to write your name and e-mail address. At 7 1/4 inches diameter by 13 inches high when fully sealed, it is
the perfect size to protect a camera and/or clothing from moisture such
as from splashes or rain. Price including standard postage to US locations is USD $35. A DAN luggage tag will be included with each bag.
For sufficient quantity and leadtime, these dry bags can also be customized in your color preference
with your organization’s logo. Price
for custom orders will be based on
cost plus shipping plus a donation
per bag benefitting S.O.L.O. For
further information on custom orders, please contact Larry McKenna
at larrymckenna@earthlink.net .

Another new offering is this compact red turtle light that is specially designed not to hurt turtle eyes during sanctioned night patrols of turtle nesting areas. It is fully approved by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission. Technical specifications are 80 lumens 625 nm wavelength. Price
including standard postage to US locations is USD $50. What a great way
to support S.O.L.O. while preparing for the upcoming leatherback nesting
season!
The dry bag, red turtle light, and the many other fine gifts in the turtle boutique can be purchased at:
http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/emporium_page1.html
Payments are collected securely via PayPal for online orders, or if you prefer, you may order by mail and pay by check. Orders will be shipped,
standard U.S. Mail when payment is received.
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Farewell, Stickers! Hello, New Postcard!
During the 14 years of S.O.L.O.’s operation, we have passed out more than 20,000 of our 5 inch yellow stickers at exhibits
and wherever Kaptain Leatherback appeared. We have not tracked any donation or support arising from a sticker we gave
away. Never any follow up feedback of any trackable grant, gift or donation arose from a sticker given away. When it was
time to restock the stickers, we looked at the cost (at least 15¢/sticker) vs. benefits (zero).
Over the years, we have
also printed a series of
postcards (shown here) that
included messages asking
help. All postcards have
yielded positive benefits to
S.O.L.O. If you have visited our exhibits, you have
seen and possibly taken
some home. Each has its
own message asking for
support. They were all well
received, and postcards cost
less than the stickers.
Considering all of this, we
are bidding the stickers
farewell and continuing the
series of postcards, as give
always and for sale in sets
of 10.

At right is our newest card which was designed to recognize S.O.L.O.’s success. It
will be on display in the upcoming exhibit
in Long Beach, CA, and will also be available on our web site:
http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/ .
Please support us through these new postcards!
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Alert Diver Magazine Article: Trinidad’s Leatherbacks
Diver Alert Network's Winter 2016 Alert Diver Magazine features an article by Michael Patrick O’Neill with photos
about his visit to Trinidad's Leatherback Turtle nesting beaches. The busiest nesting beaches in Trinidad receive nearly 400 nesting turtles per night during the peak season in May and June. The article cites the Wider Caribbean Sea
Turtle Conservation Network as reporting that each year about 3000 leatherbacks get entangled in gillnets in Trinidad’s waters, and of these, 1000 leatherbacks die each year. In addition to entanglement in fishing gear, coastal development, poaching, boat collisions, and ingestion of plastic are also reported to take a huge toll. This CAN all be avoided. Please donate today to our S.O.L.O. Foundation via http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/ so we continue our successful efforts to save this species. Donations to S.O.L.O. are Tax Deductible per IRS Code 501(c)(3), and a tax receipt will be provided upon request. The Atlantic and Caribbean Leatherback populations have begun rebounding, and
in 2013, the International Union for Conservation of Nature upgraded the status of these giant turtles from “Critically
Endangered” to “Vulnerable” because of the recovery in the Atlantic/Caribbean even though the Pacific populations
remain in distress, and much remains to be done to save these large turtles!

S.O.L.O.’s Success
We are pleased share the SUCCESS in S.O.L.O.’s mission: to
find ways to reverse the course to extinction of the Leatherback Turtle. The recipe for this success has been over 14
years of activism, education, and good will primary pinpointed on a particular nesting beach on Indonesia’s birds
head peninsula. Specific efforts included discouraging senseless killings of Leatherbacks and sale of eggs, while assisting
local villages to benefit from ecotourism and cash crops such
as durian fruit. Through numerous field missions, S.O.L.O.
volunteers worked with people from one local village to carefully transport eggs from areas below the tideline to more protected areas on the same beach and to install fencing made
from indigenous materials to protect nests from predation by
wild pigs and dogs. Additionally, S.O.L.O. Founder, Dr. Larry McKenna, succeeded in convincing the US President to
issue an executive order to end US EXIM bank support of
foreign fishing operators who failed to follow good practices
to avoid harming Leatherbacks, and he briefed the United Nations about action needed. As a result of all of these efforts,
hatching rates from that nesting beach were increased from
15% at to 90% or better.

Thanks to S.O.L.O.’s many international volunteers for their
many years of dedication and hard work! This effor t will continue, and please read on to the next page to learn about a new initiative.
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Larry McKenna Introduces “11th Hour Heroes” at 2015 DEMA Show in Orlando
We are clearly in the 11th hour out of 12 toward the destruction of the ocean habitats all around us. Humans and human
caused derivatives have damaged our oceans, its sea life and reefs to a point which could soon be not recoverable if the
present and worsening trend of destruction is not halted and reversed. Precious little time remains to try to correct the
damages of 200 years.
What if a group of practical, conservation minded individuals and companies
were to join forces to develop practical ideas which will grow and be applied at
all levels to really make both subtle and large changes to save our oceans? The
success of S.O.L.O, our IRS Certified 501(c)(3) nonprofit charitable foundation
in developing practical methods of funding ways to actually reverse extinction
of the Leatherback sets a standard of successes well beyond the achievements of
others. S.O.L.O. stands out among 501(c)(3) organizations in goal achievement.
This success sets a platform where our foundation is prepared to expand its
proven “CAN DO / WILL DO” procedures and philosophies to additional remedial marine environmental projects worldwide which may have solid ideas, but
lack funding, strategies, and/or logic to apply for an improved path to success.

“Save the Seas”
- Dr. Sylvia Earle

We have initiated a beginning survey of possible candidates of ocean environmental remediation projects which might become candidates to receive meaningful “11th Hour Hero” support. Projects
funded will be required to walk a tight, auditable line between effort and results accomplished versus funds paid to ensure that money is spent productively. S.O.L.O. of course will continue its successful efforts on Leatherback turtle conservation unaltered by the launch of the broader 11th Hour effort.
We envision an organization for 11th Hour consisting of a Steering Team and 5 Governors with experience in motivating
diverse individuals toward the core objective of restoring the ocean health. The Steering Team will consist initially of
Jon Thet, Founder and Publisher of Asian Geographic Magazines, PTE LTD; Alice Granger, editor of same; and Larry
McKenna, S.O.L.O. Founder. The duties of the 5 Governors would include examining requests for funds from a broad,
consistent, fair, and practical perspective. The Steering Team and 5 Governors will be uncompensated volunteers.
Funding is of course required to make this work. Larry McKenna has identified more than 80 corporations and individuals with whom he will meet starting in January 2016 to request a minimum donation of USD $100,000 to meet a goal for
the first year of USD $1,000,000. Any effort of this type must have a nonprofit recognition to effectively secure funding. To that end, the 11th Hour effort will be incorporated within our present nonprofit US IRS certified 501(c)(3) Foundation. This is the fastest legal way forward. We have no time to waste in this 11th hour.
This concept, now growing and moving forward, honors the memory of Dr. Sylvia Earle’s often repeated challenge:
“Save the Seas”. It was the topic of Larry McKenna’s two seminars at 2015 DEMA Show in Orlando. We would welcome any suggestions you may have. Please send suggestions about possible projects that could be supported through
11th Hour to Bonnie McKenna at bahmckenna@gmail.com and send suggestions about possible sources of funding for
11th Hour to Larry McKenna at larrymckenna@earthlink.net .
“Save the Seas” - with your positive support, we CAN DO / WILL DO !
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